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Abstract 
The properties of the telegrapher random process which is a Poissonian random walk on 
a straight line are studied in detail in probabilistic terms. The paper contains, besides the details 
of a rapid communication (Foong, 1992) by one of the authors, a number of new results. The 
distributions of the first passage time subject to an arbitrary number of reversals in the walk are 
obtained explicitly for both the starting directions. These distributions are then used to obtain, 
again explicitly, the corresponding distributions of the maximum of the walk, proving the 
conjecture by Orsingher (1990) for the one started moving right. The densities of the displace- 
ments from the origin in the presence of a trap are also given in detail. The relationship between 
this density and (1) the first passage time and (2) the maximum are given. 
Key words: Poissonian walk; First passage; Maximum of walk; Trap; Telegrapher equation; 
Wave equation 
1. Introduction 
There have been continuing interests in the path integral solution of the telegrapher 
equation and the underlying Poissonian random walk, since the work of Goldstein 
(1951) and Kac (1956). Recently, Dewitt-Morette and Foong (1989) and Foong (1990) 
gave the solution in terms of an ordinary integral. An example solution in Foong 
(1991) was very recently applied by Mugnai et al. (1992) to semi-classical analysis of 
tunneling time. There are also other applications and extensions, for example, applica- 
tion to polymer by Gaveau and Schulman (1990), and extension to the case when the 
reversal intensity of the random walk is time-dependent (Kaplan, 1964; Foong and 
van Kolck, 1992). Orsingher (1990) studied the distributions of the maximum of the 
walk, and gave an elegant conjecture for the case where the walker started to the right. 
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For more references see, for instance, references contained in Orsingher (1990) and 
Foong (1991). These recent developments prompted the present detailed study of the 
walk with the hope that it will be useful for subsequent applications. A related walk 
has been considered by Weiss (1973). 
The details of a rapid communication by one of the authors (Foong, 1992), and 
a number of other new results are presented in this paper. For the distribution of the 
maximum displacement, Orsingher (1990) calculated the cases for which the walker 
has undergone N < 5 reversals in a given time interval, and conjectured a formula for 
the case of general value of N. The distributions of the first passage time will be given, 
and then used in one of the detailed proofs of Orsingher’s conjecture. 
From the densities of the first passage time and the displacement, the densities of 
the displacement in the presence of a trap may be obtained for both starting 
directions. An average of these results is consistent with the result given in the 
interesting work by Masoliver et al. (1992). Their approach, namely via partial 
differential equations, is different from our more direct probabilistic approach 
in this paper. In our approach, it is easy to explain a certain discontinuity feature 
of the density distribution as pointed out in Foong and Kanno (1992). Some 
of the results in this paper can also be obtained by yet another method (Kanno, 
1993). 
In Section 2, the telegrapher random process is discussed. We derive, in Section 3 
the distributions of the first passage time, in Section 4 the formulae for the distribu- 
tions of the maximum displacement, and in Section 5 the densities of the displacement 
in the presence of a trap. In Section 6, the relationships between the densities, first 
passage time and maximum displacement are given. 
2. The telegrapher process 
The telegrapher process on the lattice may be defined by the following simple 
random evolution of the motion of a particle on a one-dimensional lattice, where the 
sites are separated by Au. Let the particle move with a constant velocity U, and let 
At = AX/U. At each site, it may reverse its direction of travel instantaneously. The 
probability of a reversal at a site is uAt, while the probability of continuing its 
direction is 1 - aAt. It is to be understood that the particle is a sample out of an 
ensemble. 
When the continuum limit of this lattice random walk is taken, with c held constant, 
the probability for the number of reversals by time t, N(t), is described by the Poisson 
distribution (Kac, 1956; Kaplan, 1964; Foong, 1991), namely 
p(N, = k) = [Jid;$ exp( - JidOa(l))), k = 0, 1, . . . , (1) 
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which for a = constant, reduces to 
P(N, = k) = e-“‘(at)k/k!. (2) 
A quantity of interest to the telegrapher equation is S(t) defined by S(0) = rO, and 
S(t) = r0 + r+,lh( - l)‘rdr. It is the displacement of the particle starting at r0 with 
velocity uo. If r. = 1 and r. = 0, it is also the “randomized time” of Kac (1956). We 
shall discuss the cases with different starting directions, namely to the right with 
u. = 1 (denoted by t’+) and to the left with u. = - 1 (denoted u_) separately. 
We denote the density distribution of S(f), given S(0) = r. and u. = &- 1, by 
y(t, rI ro, u *), its Laplace transform by Yg, with r’ = r - ro, u’+ = t f r’, and 
u’ = dn; then (see, for instance, Foong, 1990 or Zastawniak, 1993) 
g(f, r/To, u*) = ema’8(t Tr’) + ae 
- Of 
7B(u”) [ lo(au’) + $I,(ad) 1 , (3) 
and from Dewitt-Morette and Foong (1989) we can write 
+((l + 2a/s)“* _+ l)exp( - r’(s2 + ~u.T)‘!~), r’ > 0, 
Tg(s, rIro, vi) = t((l + 2a/s)“’ T l)exp(r’(s2 + 2as)‘!‘), 
1 
r’ < 0, (4) 
+(l + 2a/s)“*, r’ = 0, 
where I, denotes the modified Bessel functions, 0(t) = 1 for t 3 0, and U(t) = 0 for 
t < 0. If we set _r = at, s = ar, and w’+ G 4’ _t x’, and u” = 4’~’ - x-‘~ then Eq. (3) is 
transformed to 
- 
B(Y,-~1x0, u*) = emy6(y TX’) + MU [ 
I,(w’) + $I,(M.‘) 
1 
such that 
(5) 
For the later calculations, it is also convenient to state here the formula for 
g(t, r, N,) (Zastawniak, 1993) for N, even, 
Cl(t, r, N, = 2k(r,, c) = O(d*)C(t, k) 
uf Ut2(k- I) 
* 
(k - l)!k! ’ 
k> 1. 
and for N, odd, 
r2k 
g(r, r, N, = 2k + 1 Ir,, pi-) = Q(u’*)D(t, k)L 
[(k)!]z’ k a ” 
(7) 
(8) 
where C(f, k) = a2kem”‘/22k and D(t, k) = ~~~~‘e-~‘/2*~+‘. Note that for N, odd, g is 
symmetric in r’, but not so for N, even. 
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3. Calculations of first passage times 
Let the probability density that the particle, starting with I)* from rO, passing the 
point rl > r. for the first time at time t be ,f(r,, t 1 ro, c i ). Then, Siegert’s (195 1) 
formula relatingf and g is 
Y(t,r/r,> Vi) = 
1 
f f( 
0’ 
rl, SIrg, uk)dt - T, rlr,, u+)dz, r > rl, (9) 
which is a convolution of the two densities. Note that the requirement r > r, ensures 
f’is the first passage time because in order to arrive at such r starting at rO, the value of 
s(t) must first cross rl. If we had allowed r < rl, this need not be the only possibility 
because S(t) could then arrive at r without passing r,. Note also that regardless of the 
starting directions, the corresponding argument of g in the integrand is G+ . 
Applying the convolution theorem of the Laplace transform to Eq. (9), the Laplace 
transform off'(r, , t 1 ro, c i ) is given by 
It follows from Eqs. (10) and (4) that the Laplace transform of the distribution of the 
first passage time is 
C(1 + ws)P:2 * 11 ~ r;(,* + 2u,s)‘: 
%(M-o~%)=C(l +(2a,s))l,2+ $ 
i 
e ~ r;(? + 2rrq z 
Zj(s, r, It-“, 0:) - +[(s2 + 2~zs)‘~~ - 
1: + ; 
= s] e - r; (S2 + 20s)’ * c’ 3 3 
(11) 
where r’, = rl - r. > 0. We shall consider the two cases (c +) separately. 
3.1. Case 1: L‘o = 1 (Uf) 
For this case, the inverse Laplace transform may be calculated as follows (Foong, 
1990b): rewriting Eq. (11) as 
_!Yf(s, r1 Ir,, v+) = expj - r;[(s + a)’ - a2]“‘), 
and replacing s by s - a, we have 
_Yf(s - a, r, /ro, t’+) = exp[ - r;(s2 - u2)‘:2] 
= {exp[ - r’,(s’ - u2)1~2] - exp( - r’,s)) + exp( - r;s). 
(12) 
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The last step is convenient because the inverse Laplace transform of the term { ... } 
in Eq. (12) is (Abramowitz and Stegun, p. 1027), with u; k = t f r;, and 
u; = J_, 
and that of exp( - r;s) is 6(u; _). By the shift theorem of the transform, it follows that 
the distribution for the first passage time t through rl for the particle starting at r. is 
given by 
f(rI, tlr0, u+) = e-a’S(u’l-) + em”$Zl(u,;iQ(u; _). (13) 
In the rest of the paper, we shall set r. = 0, and the case for r. # 0 is to be recovered 
by replacing r1 by rl - ro. Also, unless otherwise stated, 8 denotes 8(u1 _). Eq. (13) is 
rewritten below for easy reference: 
f(rl,tlu+) = e -“‘6(ul_) + e-“‘~Z,(au,)Q. (14) 
We can perform the following check on Eq. (14). If we wait long enough the particle 
will eventually pass rl, namely 1: dtS(r,, t 1 II+) = 1. This is indeed the case as shown 
in Appendix A. 
The probability F that the first passage through rl occurs at some time in the time 
interval [rl, t] is given by 
WI, tlu+) = s ‘f(rl, 7Iu+)d7, (15) 0 
and the complement 
s cc P(Max{S(r), 0 < 7 < t] < rl[u+) = 1 - F(r,, tlv,) = ,+J( rl, 7lu+)d7, (16) 
where the last equality follows from Jzf(r,, 7 I II+) dr = 1 is the probability that the 
particle is confined to the region ( - t, rl) by time t. The lower limit t + E of the 
integral in Eq. (16) serves as a reminder to exclude the contribution from the case of no 
reversal, since it is included in Eq. (15) already. 
In fact, we can deduce some detail information from Eq. (14), that is the distribution 
.f‘(rl , t, N, = 2k I u +) of the first passage time for a path whose number of reversals by 
the first passage time is 2k. To do this, first observe that 
f(r,, tlu+) = f f(r,, t, N, = 2klu+), 
k=O 
(17) 
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sincef(r,, t, N, = odd 1 u,) = 0. By expanding I, inf‘(rr, tJ u+), using the series repres- 
entation 
Z,,(x) = f 
(.X/2)2k+s 
,,,k!Z-(k + \‘+ 1)’ 
we have 
r (au,/2)2’k- 1’ 
t, N, = 2kl c+) = e-“&u, _) + H%e-“’ c 
k=, (k - l)!k! 
(18) 
Because each reversal associates with a factor u, as we see in Eq. (2) and the factor 
emDf is independent of the number of reversals, Eq. (18) suggests 
.f(rl, t. N, = 2121 u+) = e-“‘6(u1 -I’ k = 0, 
02C(r,k)r,[(k - l)!k!]m’u;‘k-l), k > 1. 
(19) 
Indeed, we can conclude Eq. (19) from Eq. (18) by the following argument. By the 
same reasoning that leads to Siegert’s formula (9) we can write, where now r’ = r - r, , 
where [x] denotes the greatest integer not larger than x. (By summing over II in Eq. 
(20) we obtain Siegert’s formula: thus, it may be said to be the elementary formula 
relating the distributions CJ and,f in the case of the Poissonian walk.) Now observe that 
y(N, = n) has the factor un. On the right-hand side of Eq. (20) the exponent of the 
intensity u in each of the term must be II, because u is an arbitrary positive constant, 
and the equation must hold for all values of II. Hence, we conclude that,f(NC = 2k) has 
the factor uZk, and conclude Eq. (19) from Eq. (18). The case of k = 0 can be 
understood by the fact that the probability of no reversal is em”‘, and the first passage 
time to pass r, is just r, . 
We end this subsection by writing the conditional probability given N,: 
where B is the beta function: 
(21) 
I-(k + t, 
B(),k)-’ 1-c 
(2k)! 
T(k)l-(t) ZZk(k - l)!k!’ 
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3.2. Case 2: u0 = -1 (u-) 
We now continue with the evaluation of the first passage time for the left starting 
direction, u_. In order to invert the Laplace transform (11) (bottom line), we use the 
following result from the appendix of Dewitt-Morette and Foong (1990): 
z- l [(s2 + 2as)“2 exp( - rI(s2 + 2as)‘12)] = e-“’ $ - 
( 1 
a2 I&l4~)8. (22) 
By the standard Laplace transform formula Y(h’(t)) = sY~(s) - h(O), letting 
YI,(~~, s) = exp( - rI(s2 + 2us)‘12), and using Eqs. (11) (top line) and (14), we have 
h(r,, tlv+) = e-a16(u1_) + e-‘zurl -$,(uu,)B. 
Therefore, we get h(r,, 0) = 0 for r, > 0, and 
?r 
(23) 
_5-‘[sexp( - rI(s2 + 2u~)“~)] = & 
1 
emu’b(t - rI) + I)eC”‘f$l,(ou,) . (24) 
We shall be concerned with t > rl (since for t < r,,f(r,, t 1 - t.) = 0), for which we 
may set 6(uI _) = 0 and 8(u, _) = 1 in Eqs. (22) and (24). Then straightforward 
calculation gives 
e - Of 
f(rl, flu-) = 8~ 
[ 
urllo(uul) + (~)‘izIduu,)]. (25) 
Again, we can obtain the first passage time for walks with certain number of 
reversals by expanding I0 and I 1: 
giving 
f’(r,,t,N,=2k+ ll~_)=H k,~~t~k~l![t + (2k + l)r,]u, U:(k-‘), 
and consequently, 
,f(rl, t/N, = 2k + 1, c_) = 0 
[t + (2k + l)r,]u, _ ufckml) 
4(k + l)B(+, k + l)t2k+ ’ 
(26) 
(27) 
Fig. 1 gives the plots of the densities,f(r,, t) L’ f ), with the 6 function dropped, and 
the probabilities F(r,, tI c~), where the solid line corresponds to c+, and the dashed 
line u_. This concludes our calculation of first passage time, and we now turn to the 
calculation of the distribution of the maximum displacement of the walk. 
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Fig. 1. Contrasts of the first passage time densities for both the starting directions,/(r, = 1, tI P+) wth 
u = 1, minus the delta-function, and the corresponding probabilities F(r, = 1. t ( L’ +), where the solid line 
corresponds to I‘+, and the dashed line 1’~. The curves which decrease (increase) with t are those of.f(F). 
4. Maximum displacement 
Let the maximum displacement, to the right of the origin, of the walk during the 
time interval [0, t] be denoted by S,(r), namely S,(t) = max(S(z), 0 < 5 d t). We seek 
the distribution of S,(t) subject to N, reversals by time t. The probability that the 
maximum of a path is greater or equal to rl is given by the sum of the probabilities 
that it undergoes 2i (i 3 0) reversals by the first passage time T through r,, and the 
remaining N, - 2i reversals between T and t. That is, 
P(S,(I) 3 ~1, N, = n 1 c’ *) 
where the first upper limit [n/2] belongs to the upper alternative, i.e. u+ , [n/2], 2i, L>+, 
and n - 2i, of the equation. We shall study the U* cases separately. 
4.1. C&e I: v0 = 1 (v+) 
In Eq. (28), separating the i = 0 term from the summand, and substituting forf from 
Eq. (19) gives 
P(S,(t) 2 I,, N, = nl c,) = eC”‘TU 
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,n,21 ’ dr(t’ - r:)‘-‘(t - T)‘-~~ 
+ 0~a”rre~“’ C s r1 
i=l 
22(i- l)(i _ I)! j!tn _ 2i)! ’ 
(29) 
and dividing by the probability of AJ, reversals, we have the conditional probability 
P&(t) >, r1 IN = It, 0,) = 
&@2 _ rf)‘-‘(t - T)n-zi 
The complement of this gives the conditional probability that the maximum is less 
than rl, 
P(S,(t) -=c rl ) IV, = n) = 1 - P&(t) 3 rl I TV,) 
and the density is given by 
d%(t) = ri Nt = n) = g P(S,(t) < r I Nt = n) = - $P(S,(t) 3 r 1 N, = n). (32) 
Substituting Eq. (30) with the i = 1 term separated from the summand for P, we 
obtain 
‘0, n = 0, 
p(S,(r) = rlN, = n, u+) = ( l/t, ?I = 1, (33) 
Q&ii[nuY-’ + n(n - l)rC2 + n!I(n)], n > 2, 
where 
cn,2l 
s 
‘dr[(2i - l)r2 _ r’](r2 _r2)im2(f _ r)n-2i 
I(n) = 1 * 22”-l)(i _ l)!i!tn _ 2i)! . 
i=2 
(34) 
By working out Eq. (33) for several values of n, one is led to the two conjectures by 
Orsingher (1990): 
p(S,(t)=rlN,=2k- l,v+)=O 
zU2’k- 1) 
B(+, k)t2k ’ 
=p(S,(t)=rlN,=2k,o+), k > 1, 
(35) 
which we now proceed to prove. For N, = odd, Eq. (33) reads 
p(S,(t)=rJN,=2k+ l,r+) 
= 
i 
l/t, k = 0, 
&[(2k + l)uZk + 2k(2k + l)ruZkp’ + (2k + 1)!1(2k + l)], 21 k 3 1. 
(36) 
In other words, recalling Eq. (35) we need to prove for k > 2, 
1 
1(2k + 1) = ~ 
4lP 
(2k + I)! B(1/2, k + 1) 
- (2k + l)uTkm ’ [t + (2k - l)r] z J(2k + l), 
(37) 
which we will do by induction. While checking for k = 2, namely 
I(5) = J(5) = &u2(t - 3r)(t + 5r), 
is easy, showing directly l(2k + 3) = J(2k + 3) for all k is not so obvious. We shall 
instead first show that their second derivative with respect to t are equal. We have 
~+, 
l(2k + 3) = c 1 
“dr[(2i - l)r2 - T2](r2 _r2j’-2(r _ T)2k+3h2i 
’ 
i-2 22”m”(i - l)!i![2k + 3 - 2i]! 
Differentiating this twice gives 
?‘1(2k + 3) 
c’t2 
[(2k + l)r2 ~ t2]u2’k lb + 112k + 1) 
22”k!(k + l)! 
which can be reexpressed explicitly by the use of the conjecture (Eq. (37)) as 
C21(2k + 3) (21i + l)uZL ,.21,2Ckm 1) l4e dk ’ 
it2 22hk!(k + I)! + 
_-_ 
2” ‘(k - l)!(k + l)! (2k)! (2k - I)! 
i2J(2k + 3) 
it2 
(38) 
(39) 
where the last equality can be established by straightforward calculation. Now by 
inspection, we see that I(H) is a II - 1 degree polynomial. which together with Eq. (39) 
implies 
1(2k + 3, t, r) = J(2k + 3, t, r) + C(k)r2”’ ‘t + D(k)r’h+2. (40) 
Again by inspection. we see that 1(2k + 3, t, t) = 0 = J(2k + 3, t. t); therefore, Eq. 
(40) becomes 
l(21i + 3, t, I’) = J(2k + 3, t, r) + C(k)?‘+ ‘u 
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In order to show C(k) = 0, we substitute for I in Eq. (36) giving 
1 
p(N,=2k+31v+)=--- 
4U2(k+ 1) 
2tzk+j B(1/2, k + 2) 
+ (2k + 3)!C(k)r2k+1u_ 1 . 
Next observe that the density p given by Eq. (32) is normalized, namely Sh p dr = 1, 
for all k because the probability P(S,(r) < r1 INt = 2k + 1 I II+) (Eq. (31)) unlike Eq. 
(43) in the next subsection, has no term independent of r1 by inspection. By the 
integral representation of beta functions, the normalization of p implies C(k) = 0. We 
have thus proved Z(2k + 3) = J(2k + 3), and hence the first equality of Eq. (35). 
The proof for the second equality of Eq. (35) (Nt = 2k case) is similar but simpler 
due to a result for N, = 2k + 1. Instead of Eq. (37) we now need to prove 
ZW, t, r) = (2k)! 2[2B(1/2, k)-1tu2(k-1) - kdck- ‘)(t + 2(k - l)r)] E J(2k, t, r).(41) 
Again it is easily shown that 
l(4) = +(t2 - 8r2 + tr) = J(4), 
and to show Z(2k + 2) = J(2k + 2) we separate the (k + 1)th term in the summand of 
Z(2k + 2) giving 
s f dr[(2k + l)r2 - 7”](7’ - r2)k-1 Z(2k + 2) = * 
22kk!(k + l)! 
s f 
+i r 
dr[(Zi - l)r2 _ 72](72 _r2)i~2(f _ 7)2k+2-2i 
i=2 Z2(‘- ‘)(i - l)!i![2k + 2 - 2i]! 
Differentiating with respect to t gives 
dZ(2k + 2) [(2k + l)r2 - t2]uZck- ‘) 
= 
at 22kk!(k + l)! 
s t 
+i: * 
dT[(2j _ l)pJ- _ 72](72 _ r2)‘-2(t _ 7)2k+ 1-x 
i=2 2”‘-“(i - l)!i!(2k + 1 - 2i)! ’ 
where the last term is just Z(2k + 1) (see Eq. (34)). Therefore, using Eq. (37) for 
Z(2k + l), and simplifying gives 
dZ(2k + 2) (2k + 1)~‘~ + 2kr2u2’k-” u?k-’ [t + (2k - l)r] 
= 
dt 22kk!(k + l)! (2k)! ’ 
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which is easily shown to be aJ(2k + 2)/&, and since l(n) is a polynomial of degree 
n - 1, we conclude that 
I(2k + 2) = J(2k + 2) + C(k)rzk+‘. 
Substituting this into the density, we have 
2l.P ,.Zk+I 
p(Nc=2k+21c+)= 
@l/2, k + l)t2k+1 
+ F’k + W(k)2tZki2: 
which again by the normalization condition of p implies C(k) = 0, and hence we have 
shown that the conjecture holds true under k + k + 1. We have now completed the 
proof of both the conjectures, Eq. (35). 
By integrating the density p, the probability of confinement to less than r1 is 
obtained easily to be 
where z = t-f/t2 and I,, the regularized beta function. 
The density of S,(t) regardless of N, for t > r1 is given by 
P(S,,(~) =r I u+ ) = f p(Mt) = r, N, = k) 
k=O 
= ematd(t - r) + Haem”’ Z,(m) + iZ,(au) 1 . (42) 
4.2. Case 2: v. = - 1 (u_) 
We now turn to the case of u. = - 1 the left starting direction. Substituting for 
f(Eq. (26)) and P (Eq. (2)) in Eq. (28) and dividing by P(N, = n), we obtain 
P&,(t) 3 rl 1 N, = n, 2;-) = tn s 
t 
&(r2 _ rf)i(t _ T)“-(zi+l) 
2”+‘i!(i + l)![n - (2i + l)]! 
,(,*~I),2l 
+r, C 
s 
’ dr(t - rI)(r2 - rf)im ‘(t - T)‘-(~~+” 
*’ 
i=l 22’(i - l)!(i + l)![n - (2i + l)]! ’ 
(43) 
By inspection, we see that there is a constant term independent of t and rl, which 
can be obtained by setting rl = 0 in the above equation. Substituting x = T/t, the 
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constant part of the probability is given by 
PO,,,&(t) 3 rlIN, = n,u-) = &L(t) > OIN, = n, u-) 
1 
[(n u/21 
x2i(1 _ x)n~(2i+l)dx 
[(n - 1)/21 
= n! c 
s 
z2’+‘i!(i + l)![n - 2(i + l)]! = c 
(2i)! 
(44) 
i=o i=O 22i+1i!(i _ I)!’ 
noting that the integral displayed in Eq. (44) is B(2i + 1, n - 2i). To evaluate this sum, 
we use the results of a similar sum in the v, case. From Eq. (34) we have 
s t dzT2(i-l)(t _ T)2U-i) - 1(2k, r1 = 0) = 2 ’ 
i,222(i-‘)(i - l)!i![2(k - i)]! 
and from Eq. (41), 
2t Zk-1 
- 1(2k, rl = 0) = (2k)! [k - 2B(-, k)-‘I, : 
hence giving 
Rn 1,121 
c 
(2i)! 
= 1 - [(k + l)B(1/2, k + l)]-‘, k > 0, n = 2k + 1, 2k + 2. 
i=O 22i+‘i!(i + l)! 
That is, 
pC,,,,,(S,,(t) < rl IN, = n, up) = [(k + l)B(1/2, k + 1)1-r, k 3 0, n = 2k -t 1, 2k + 2, 
(45) 
and the normalization for the density denoted as p is, instead of 1, 
s 
f 
jG,(t) = rlN, = n, u_)dr 
0 
= 1 - [(k + 1)8(1/2, k + l)] ‘, k >, 0, n = 2k + 1, 2k + 2. (46) 
Just as the c’+ case, it is easier to conjecture the formula for the density, rather than 
the probability, given by 
p(S,(t) = r I N, = n, u-) = 
: 
u_/t2, 
0&i Wt), {flu”- 
n = 2, 
2 [3t + (2n - 5)r] - 8,$3 n!Z(n)}, n = 3 3, 1
(47) 
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where now 
[(n_1),2l ‘dr(r’ - ~~)~-‘(r - r)[s’ - 2rr - (2i + l)r’](t - TY~(~~+‘) 
I(n) = 1 
I r 
22i(i - l)!(i + l)! [n - (2i + l)]! 3 (48) i=2 
and 
8 = 1, n3m, 
nm 
i 0. n -c rn. 
Evaluating explicitly the density for several values of II by algebraic computing, we are 
led to conjecture that for N, odd, 
p(S,(t) = rj N, = 2k + 1, rj-) = A(k)[(2k + 1)t + r] 
U_U20-1) 
t2k+’ 
where A(k) = [(k + l)B(1/2, k + l)] ‘, and for N, even, 
p(S,(t) = r( N, = 2k, L) = B(k) 
U_U2(k- 1) 
t2k 
(49) 
(50) 
where B(k) = 2B(1/2, k)- ‘. The coefficient A(k) may be inferred, by inspection, from 
the fact that the coefficient A(k) equals the constant in P(S,(t) < rl 1 N, = 2k, L) for 
the cases computed, whereas B(k) is worked out from the requirement of Eq. (46): 
“P(S,(t) = rlN, = 2k, u_)dr = fB(k)[B,(1/2, k) - BJl, k)], 
r f 
Zf- t2, 
where BZ denotes the incomplete beta function, giving 
B(k) = 2 1 - CWl/T k)l-’ 
@l/2, k) - B(l, k) 
= 2B( l/2, k)- ‘. 
The proofs of these conjectures are similar to the case for c’+, and is given in 
Appendix B. By integrating these densities with respect to p, the probability of 
confinement to less than r, is given by, for N, = 0, P(S,(t) < rI 1 N, = 0, L) = 1, of 
course, and for N, > 1, 
P(S,(t) < rl 1 N, = H, L) = [[(n + 1)/2]B(1/2, [(n + 1)/2])]-‘0 
s 
,I 
+0 p(S,(t) = rl N, = n, v_)dr. 
0 
The integral may be evaluated in terms of the B,, giving 
P(S,(t) < r1 I N, = 2k, u_) = B(1/2, k)-’ ; + L&(1/2, k) - Bz(1, k) 
I 
(51) 
= &l/2, k)-’ B,(1/2, k) + ;(l - z)~ 
1 1 
(52) 
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Fig. 2. Q&,(t) -C r, 1 N, = n, v +), the probability of confinement to less than rl for rl = 1, as a function of 
J= I r, t for several values of N,. (For the purpose of identifying the lines, along z”* = 0.4, the values of 
n in the order of increasing P, are n = 1 or 2,3 or 4,s or 6, and 29 or 30 for the solid line, and n = 1,3,5 and 
29 for the dashed line.) The solid line and the dashed line take the meaning as in Fig. 1. 
and 
P(S,(t)<r,IN,=2k+ 1,~) 
= [(k + l)B(1/2, k + l)]-‘[l + k&(1/2, k) - k&(1, k) + f&(1/2, k + l)] 
= [(k + l)B(1/2, k + l)]-‘[kB,(l/Z, k) + i&(1/2, k + 1) + (1 - z)~], (53) 
where the relation B,(l, k) = [l - (1 - z)k]/k is used. These probabilities as a function 
of z for several values of N1 are shown in Fig. 2, where the solid line and the dashed line 
take the meaning as in Fig. 1. 
By summing over N1 we obtain the density of the maximum regardless of N,: 
@(S,(t)=rju~)= f p(N,=2k+ l,u_)+ f p(N,=2k,u_) 
k=O k=l 
= ae~“‘[~Z,(ou) + (~~i2l,(au) + ;j-Z,(au)], 
which, by Iz(z) = IO - (2/2)1,(z), may also be written as 
ji(S,(t) = rlu-) = ae-“’ {&l,(m) + (1 - &)(~~‘2Wu)}. 
(54) 
These densities, for both the starting directions, are contrasted in Fig. 3 for three 
values of the parameter t = 1, 4, 7, where the solid line and the dashed line take the 
meaning as in Fig. 1. 
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0.81 
Fig. 3. Contrasts of the densities of the maximum p(S,(t) = rl v+), minus the delta-function (solid line) and 
@(S,(r) = rJ o_) (dashed line) for three values of the parameter t = I.4 and 7. 
The verification of the normalization condition P(S,(t) < t 1 v_) = 1 is given in 
Appendix C. 
5. Distribution in the presence of a trap 
The density of the randomized time in the presence of a trap can be obtained from 
the density of the randomized time and the first passage time. The strategy is to think 
of the trap as a virtual source. The density of S(t) in the presence of a trap at rl, 
denoted by g(t, r, N,; rl ) u *), is given by g(t, r, IV,1 u +) less the contribution from the 
virtual source, denoted by g,,(t, Y, N, 1 v + ), which can be computed from the following 
formulae, with r < rl and Y’ E Y - rl, 
n - 2i 
n-2i-1 
dz. (55) 
Notice that we have excluded the term corresponding to g(N,_, = 0) in Eq. (55) 
because it would not contribute to the density for r < rl. The evaluation of Eq. (55) is 
greatly simplified with the help of Eq. (20). 
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Consider the cases N, = 2k + 1 with v+ and N, = 2k with v_ : 
~~r,(iO’t={;;+~ i:i)=k ‘~r~‘r”drf(r,,r,N,={::+ 1 ;I+) 
2(k - i) + 1 
2(k - i) - 1 
,r<r,. (56) 
The RHS of Eq. (56) has the same form as Eq. (20), except for the region of validity. 
Recalling that for N, odd g is symmetric in I - rl (Eq. (8)) and since f is independent 
of r. we obtain 
[(k)!] - 2D(t, k)Uzk 
[(k _ l)!k!]-‘C(t, k)u_Gz’k-l), (57) 
where U+ = t + (2rl - r), U- = t - (2r, - r) and U 3 a. We write e(G_) instead 
of 0(U) in (57) since U, is positive for r < rI. 
For the remaining two cases the densities g in the integrands are not symmetric, and 
their evaluations are not as quick. Substitute forffrom Eq. (19) and g from Eq. (8) and 
writing t - lr’l = x and t + lr’( = y, we have 
s,,(t, r, N, = 2klv+) 
*cl J’ - lr’l dzf( 
rl, 5, NT = 2ilv+)g(t - 7, r, N,-, = 2(k - i)lr,, v+) 
i=O II 
k-l x 
= @L)C(t, k) C 
s 
dzX(X - 7)k-i(y - 7)k-i-1 
i=O II (k - i - l)!(k - i)! ’ 
(58) 
where 
x = a(~ - rd, 
i 
(i-1, 
i = 0, 
2r1(rZ rh 
Wr - rl)fTx - T) ci--lj!i! , i> 1. 
To evaluate the rather complicated sum of integrals in Eq. (58) we again make use 
of Eq. (20) from which we have 
dt, r, N = 2klv+) 
= i S” drf(r,,z, N, = 2ilv+)g(t - z,r, N,_, = 2(k - i)lr,, v+) i=O II 
= 0(u-)C(t, k) i 
s 
xdrX(x(;i)~~-l;l~k-_~~~!-i. 
i=O II 
(59) 
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Replacing r by (~‘1 + yl, we obtain from Eqs. (59) and (7) 
e(L) i 
s 
IdrX 
(x _ r)k-i-l(y _ r)kmi 
i=O II (k - i - l)!(k - i)! 
= e(u_)(Y + r~)~(x - rr)kP1 
(k - l)!k! 
Differentiating this twice with respect to y, and letting k + k + 1, we obtain the sum of 
the integrals in Eq. (58) to be 
k-l x 
w-) 1 
s 
dTX(x - z)k-i(y - ?)k_i_’ 
i=O II (k - i - l)!(k - i)! 
= e(u_)(y + rl)k-l(x - rl)k 
(k - l)!k! ’ 
and consequently, 
g,,(t, r, N, = 2kl v+) = d(ti_)C(t, k) 
u_$(k- 1) 
(k - l)!k! 
= g*,(t, r, N, = 2kj v_). 
By the same method, the last case is given by 
y,,(t, r, N, = 2k + 1 IL) = @(L)LI(t, k) 
~5 jjZ(k - 1) 
(k - l)!(k + l)!’ 
(61) 
With g,, evaluated, the densities in the presence of a trap at rI may be written down 
directly from Eqs. (7), (8) (57), (60) and (61): 
C(t, k) 
g(t.r,N,=2k:rllv.)=(k_ l)!klL u * u2Ck- l’fqu2) - u_U2’k- “e(L)], (62) 
g(t,r,N,=2k+ kr,lv+)= (k!)2 %$&yu”) _ u2’qfi_ )] (63) 
and 
D(t> k) 
g(t, r, N, = 2k + 1; rl Iv-) = (k!)2 
k 
uzkQ(u2) - k+l~2(k~1)~2B(ti_) 1 , (64) 
where we restate here, for convenience, U- = t - (2r, - r), C(t, k) = a2kema1/22k and 
D(r, k) = aZkt 1emat/22kt l, The conditional densities [Eqs. (62))(64) divided by 
P(N, = n)] are plotted (continuous lines) in Fig. 4(a))(d), where the dashed line 
corresponds to the case without the trap for r < r,. Summing over N,, the density 
regardless of N, in the presence of a trap is given by, for u+, 
g(t,r;r,Jv+)= i g(t,r,N,=krLIv+) 
k=O 
= em”‘6(u_) + teea’ { [Zo(nu) + (~ l’zzl(au+(a’) 
- jzo(uii) + (~y~‘z,‘““,]H(“_)], (65) 
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-3 -2 -1 0 
r 
1 
Fig. 4a 
-3 -2 -1 0 
r 
1 
Fig. 4b 
Fig. 4. The conditional densities in the presence of a trap (continuous lines) 
g(Lr:rlIN, = 2k,r+) (a) and g(f,r;r,IN, = 2k,u_) (b) for k = 1, 2, 3, 4 
g(~,r;r,IN,=2k+l,v+)(c)andy(t,r;r,IN,=2k+l,~~)(d)fork=O, 1, 2, 3, 
corresponds to the case without the trap for r < rl. 
at rl = 1 with t = 3: 
and 5, as well as 
4 and 5. Dashed line 
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Fig. 4c 
-3 -2 -1 0 1 
r 
Fig. 4d 
(66) 
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g(t,r;rllv+) 
-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 
Fig. 5a 
g(t,r;rllv-1 
--I 
Fig. 5b 
Fig. 5. Densities in the presence of a trap at rl, g(t. r; r, Iv+). g(t, r; rl 1 v-) and the average g(t, r; rI), minus 
the delta-functions, are plotted in (a), (b) and (c), respectively, for rl = 1, and t = 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5. 
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g(t,r;rl) 
-r 
Fig. SC 
These densities minus the delta-functions are plotted in Fig. 5(a) and (b) for rl = 1, 
and t = 1, 2, 3,4, and 5. If the initial velocities are symmetric, that is 
P(u+) = P(L) = 5, then by taking the average of Eqs. (65) and (66), we have 
y(L r; rl) = fCy(t, r; rl Iv+) + s(G r; rl Iv-)1 
= +e-“‘qU2) + $p 
i[ 
21o(au) + $1(UU) 1 0(u) 
- [IO&4 + 2(EJ Il(Uti) + %,(aii) Q(L) ,+ ] ; ‘3 (67) 
which was obtained by Masoliver et al. (1992) using a different approach, namely via 
the partial differential equations satisfied by the densities. This average density is 
given in Fig. 5(c). 
6. Relationship among the first passage time, maximum displacement and density 
distribution in the presence of a trap 
We shall end this paper by showing two interesting relations: first between the first 
passage time and the density distribution in the presence of a trap, and second 
between the maximum displacement and the density. A particle situated just before 
the trap in the interval rl - UAt and rl will arrive at rl for the first time with 
probability of the order 1 - aAt. Therefore in the limit At + 0 we have 
(68) 
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which is indeed satisfied by Eqs. (19) (26), (62) and (64). The other relation is the 
probability that the particle has not passed the point ri is equal to the survival 
probability of the particle in the presence of the trap: 
Then differentiating with respect to rl gives 
which can be checked by Eqs. (35), (49) (50) (62), (63) and (64). The last integration is 
easily carried out because the r,-dependent term of g is a function of r - rl. 
Appendix A 
Here the proof of 
s 
Cc 
arl ~Zi(au,)dt = 1 - e-“” 
*1 
is given. 
We first rewrite I,, with x = a(t - rl), as 
a2rl O” zz- c [x(x + 2arI)lk 
2 k=O 22kk!(k + l)! 
Interchanging the order of the summation with respect to k and n, and rewriting k - n 
as k, we obtain 
Using this expression, we have the following final result: 
s me-et arl m (ar,)"+' -Zl(aul)dt = eearl c 7 II Ul II=0 . 
=e -a*1 
f @l)“+’ l ~__ 
n=O n! n+l 
= 1 _ e-Orl, 
where the integral table by Moriguchi et al. (1965) was used. 
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Appendix B. 
We present the proof for the conjectures, Eqs. (49) and (50), for the case of N, odd 
and N, even, respectively. For k = 0 and 1, verification of Eq. (49) is easily done by 
direct evaluations. For k 3 2, from Eqs. (47)-(49), we see that proving the conjecture 
is equivalent to proving that 
1 
z(2k + ‘) = (2k + l)! (+(2k + l)uTkm ‘(3~ + 4kr) 
- A(k)u_U2’k-1)[(2k + 1)t + r]) 3 J(2k + 1). (69) 
First, we check that the formula works for k = 2, for which we find 
Z(5) = &UZ (t2 - llrZ - 2rt) = J(5). 
We now proceed to show that for k + k + 1,1(2k + 3) = J(2k + 3), by first showing 
that their second time derivatives are equal, as in the case of u+. Writing the i = k + 1 
term separately, we have 
s 
f 
Z(2k + 3) = i 
dz(z2 - r2)i-2(~ - r)[~’ - 2r~ - (2i + l)r2](t - 2)2(k-i)+2 
r 
i=2 22i(i - l)!(i + 1)![2(k - i) + 2]! 
s t dz(.r2 - r’)‘- ‘(z - r) [T’ - 2rz - (2k + 3)r2] 
+ r 
22k+2k!(k + 2)! 
The second time derivative of the first term on the right-hand side is Z(2k + 1) which 
is J(2k + 1) by the conjecture, and consequently, we have 
a2Z(2k + 3) 
at2 
= [8(2k)!lp’[3u_ + 4kr]u?kp’ - [(2k + 1)!lm’A(k)[(2k + 1)t + r]u_~~‘~-‘) 
+ [22k+2k!(k + 2)!]-’ [(2k + l)(t3 - r3) - (2k + 1)2r2t - (4k - l)rt2] 
x u _ U2(k - 2), 
By straightforward computation, it can be shown that in the above equation the 
first term (second and third terms) on the RHS is the second time derivative of the 
first (second) term of J(2k + 3) defined by Eq. (69); hence, a2Z(2k + 3)/dt2 = 
a2J(2k + 3)/at2. Then by the same arguments following Eq. (39) in the case of v+, it 
may be concluded that Z(2k + 3) = J(2k + 3), and hence the proof for the case of 
n odd is completed. 
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We now prove the case of n even, namely 
j$$,,(t) = rlN, = 2k, L) = 
2U_U2’k- 1) 
B(+, k)t2k ’ 
For k = 1 and 2, the formula checks. For k 3 3, proving the conjecture is equivalent 
to proving 
k_l *dt(? - r2)i-2(~ - r)[z” - 2rr - (2i + l)r2](t - ~)~(~-~)-r 
i=2 22i(i - l)!(i + 1)![2(k - i) - l)]! 
1 ga_@- 1) 
= - 
4(2k)! 
k[3t + (4k - 5)r]u2_(k-1) - 
BW2, k) 
= J(2k). 
The formula works for k = 3, for which we have 
Z(6) = u?(t2 - 19r2 - 2tr)/(2’15) = J(6). 
To show Z(2(k + 1)) = J(2(k + l)), we first note that 
dZ(2k + 2) 
at 
= Z(2k + 1) = J(2k + l), 
and it is easy to show that aZ(2k + 2)/i% = aJ(2k + 2)/&; in other words, 
Z(2k + 2) = J(2k + 2) + C(k)r 2k+ ‘. Again by the normalization of the density p, it 
may be concluded that C(k) = 0, and the proof for the case of n even is completed. 
Appendix C 
This appendix checks the normalization condition P&(t) < t 1 u_ ) = 1. Summing 
over IV, the constant part of the probability is 
pCO”,,(&n(r) < t I u - ) 
= P,,,,,(N = 01~) + f P,,,,,(N = 2k + llu-1 + 5 PcmstWt =2klv-) 
k=O k=l 
=e -” + e-“’ kgoUk + l)B(W, k + 1)1-'$':*1;, 
+ e-“’ f [kB(1/2, k)]-‘$$ 
k=l 
= e-"'[Zo(at) + Zl(at)]. (70) 
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Now we integrate Eq. (54). With the integral table in Foong (1993), adapted from 
Prunikov et al. (1986), we have 
s 
r dr 11 (a4 _ cosh(at) - 1 
(71) 
0 U at ’ f s 0 dr k li.7 0 U+ I,(au) = !j [cosh(at) - lo(a (72) 
and using Prunikov (item 2.15.2 no. 10) and Gradshteyn and Ryzhik (item 6.561 no. 
1 l), we have 
s 
’ & 12(aU) _ t 
0 U+ s 
’ Ida4 
oUJivdU- 0 s 
’ Ida4 dU 
U 
= & [at sinh at - cash at + 1 - atll (at)], (73) 
where we have used the relation 
2 
zsinhz - coshz + 1 - ; . 
With these results, Eqs. (71)-(73) the integrated Eq. (54) is 
s f p(S,(t) = r[v_)dr = 1 - e-“[Zo(at) + II(a (74) 0 
Hence, adding Eqs. (70) and (74) we verify that P(S,(t) < tJ u-) = 1. 
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